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Abstract. Hofmann and Streicher famously showed how to lift Grothendieck universes
into presheaf topoi, and Streicher has extended their result to the case of sheaf topoi by
sheafification. In parallel, van den Berg and Moerdijk have shown in the context of algebraic set theory that similar constructions continue to apply even in weaker metatheories.
Unfortunately, sheafification seems not to preserve an important realignment property
enjoyed by the presheaf universes that plays a critical role in models of univalent type
theory as well as synthetic Tait computability, a recent technique to establish syntactic
properties of type theories and programming languages. In the context of multiple
universes, the realignment property also implies a coherent choice of codes for connectives
at each universe level, thereby interpreting the cumulativity laws present in popular
formulations of Martin-Löf type theory.
We observe that a slight adjustment to an argument of Shulman constructs a cumulative
universe hierarchy satisfying the realignment property at every level in any Grothendieck
topos. Hence one has direct-style interpretations of Martin-Löf type theory with cumulative universes into all Grothendieck topoi. A further implication is to extend the reach
of recent synthetic methods in the semantics of cubical type theory and the syntactic
metatheory of type theory and programming languages to all Grothendieck topoi.
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1. Introduction
Grothendieck introduced the language of universes to control the size issues that plague a
naı̈ve categorical development of algebraic geometry [AGV72]. In a somewhat different
line of research, Martin-Löf introduced universes into dependent type theory as a reflection
principle [Mar71; Mar75; Mar79; Mar84]. In either case a universe parameterizes a class
of maps that are closed under enough operations to do mathematics, including dependent
product/sum, quotients, etc.
Grothendieck’s use of universes was located in the ambient set theory; each universe
U determines a category of U-small sets and functions that serves as a base for both
enrichment and internalization, generalizing the notions of locally small and small category
respectively. The past three decades have however seen an increased interest in the
adaptation of universes to categories other than Set:
1. The notion of a universe plays a central role in the algebraic set theory of Joyal and
Moerdijk [JM95], which aims to account for the relationship between sets and classes
in a categorical manner.
2. Voevodsky’s elucidation of the univalence principle [Voe06], foreshadowed by Hofmann and Streicher [HS98], has reinvigorated the study of universes in topoi. Closely
related to Voevodsky’s univalent universes are the object classifiers of ∞-topos theory
in the Joyal–Lurie–Rezk tradition [Lur09; Rez10].
3. It is of practical interest to employ Martin-Löf type theory (MLTT) as an internal
language for a variety of categories. In addition to the standard applications of
internal methods to mathematics, the existence of models of MLTT in topoi is a
critical ingredient for a number of recent results in type theory and programming
languages, including the generalized abstraction theorem of Sterling and Harper
[SH21] and the proofs of normalization for cubical type theory and multi-modal
dependent type theory [Gra21; SA21].
Unfortunately some doubt has proliferated in the type theoretic literature (e.g. Coquand,
Mannaa, and Ruch [CMR17], Xu [Xu15], and Xu and Escardó [XE16]) as to when
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sufficiently well-adapted universes exist in a topos. It is a well-known result of Hofmann
and Streicher [HS97] that Grothendieck universes can be lifted pointwise into presheaf
topoi, and it is slightly less well-known that sheafification preserves all the properties of
this universe that do not involve strict equality of codes [Ber11; Str05]. Such a sheafified
universe is already sufficient for nearly all mathematical purposes, but falls short in
applications to the semantics and metatheory of dependent type theory, where certain
strict laws not preserved by sheafification remain important.
In this paper we expose an alternative universe construction that applies in an arbitrary
Grothendieck topos, using nothing but the cocompleteness and exactness properties of
Grothendieck topoi. Ours is a variant of a construction of a universe of presheaves due
to Shulman [Shu15]; we demonstrate that the resulting universe satisfies an important
realignment property, which suffices in particular to obtain models of Martin-Löf type
theory with a cumulative hierarchy of universes in any Grothendieck topos. The realignment
condition is also an important ingredient in the construction of univalent universes for
models of homotopy type theory [Uni13].
1.1. Axioms for universes in a topos. Inspired by the definitions of classes of open
and small maps from algebraic set theory, Streicher [Str05] has given a definition of a
universe in a topos E which we review below.
1.1.1. Definition. A class of arrows S ⊆ HomE is called a universe by Streicher [Str05]
when it satisfies the following axioms:
(U1) S is pullback-stable, i.e. if f ∈ S and g

f is a cartesian square, then g ∈ S.

(U2) S contains all monomorphisms in E.
(U3) S is closed under composition.
(U4) If f : A

I and g : B

A are in S, then also f∗ g ∈ S.

(U5) There exists a generic morphism, i.e. a morphism π : E
f ∈ S there exists a cartesian map f
π.

U ∈ S such that for any

The axioms of Definition 1.1.1 ensure the closure of S under several type theoretic
operations, if we view an element f : A
B ∈ S as a dependent type x : B ⊢ A[x].
Then (U1) corresponds to the substitution action for dependent types and terms; (U2)
states states all propositions are small; (U3-4) provide for dependent sums and dependent
products, and (U5) provides a generic dependent type x : U ⊢ E[x] of which every other
dependent type in S is a substitution instance.
In the type-theoretic literature, it is the base of this family U which is called the
universe and the generic family is the dependent type El rendering an element of this
universe as a genuine type. We occasionally adopt this terminology and blur the distinction
between a universe and its generic map by referring to E
B simply as a universe. Some
caution is required: while a generic map uniquely determines a universe, the converse is
not necessarily true and a universe can have multiple distinct generic maps.
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In the context of Martin-Löf type theory, it is common to study classes of maps that
may not satisfy all the axioms above; for instance, type theory is often used in settings that
do not have a single well-behaved notion of proposition, so (U2) loses some significance.
We therefore define a notion of pre-universe below.
1.1.2. Definition. A pre-universe is a class of arrows satisfying axioms (U1,U3–5).
Streicher [Str05] discusses some additional useful but optional axioms for universes.
(U6) (Propositional subuniverse) S contains the terminal map Ω
(U7) (Descent) If g ∈ S and g

1 E .1

f is a cartesian epimorphism, then f ∈ S.

A Grothendieck universe V in Set is readily seen to induce a universe SV in the
sense of Definition 1.1.1 where SV consists of the collection of maps with V-small fibers.
Hofmann and Streicher [HS97] and Streicher [Str05] have shown that SV can be lifted
systematically to presheaves and sheaves. The first result in particular has been widely
used in the semantics of type theory, because the generic morphism satisfies a number
of strict equations specific to its construction. These additional equations are crucial for
modeling e.g. strict cumulative universes. Other more novel applications of this strictness
have emerged in models of Voevodsky’s univalence axiom and homotopy type theory. Only
more recently has an axiomatic basis for these stricter Hofmann–Streicher universes been
isolated:
1.1.3. Definition. A universe S is said to have realignment with respect to a class M
of monomorphisms when axiom (U8) below is satisfied:2
π into the generic morphism can be extended
(U8) A chosen cartesian morphism h
along any cartesian monomorphism h
f lying horizontally over an element of M
where f ∈ S:
cart.
h
π

ca
r

t.

cart.
f

Unless otherwise specified, M is the class of all monomorphisms.
Streicher [Str05] refers to this property as impredicativity, but we wish to avoid confusion with a
different notion of impredicativity that involves the existence of dependent products along maps not in S,
which has its prototype in the full internal subcategory of the category of assemblies spanned by modest
sets [Hyl88; HRR90; Str17].
2
Our axiom (U8) is denoted (2′ ) by Shulman [Shu15].
1
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1.1.4. Remark. While Shulman [Shu15] extracted (U8) from the construction of the
universal Kan fibration given by Kapulkin, Lumsdaine, and Voevodsky [KL21], similar
properties have since appeared in the construction of the universal left fibration [Cis19,
Corollary 5.2.6] and the universal cocartesian fibration [Lur22, Tag 0293].
1.1.5. Remark. Unfolding the fibrational language, Definition 1.1.3 can be stated more
explicitly. We require that given m : A
B ∈ M and f : Q
B ∈ S, any cartesian
square m∗ f
π extends along m to a cartesian square f
π:
m∗ Q

E
Q

m∗ f

π
f
A

U
m

B

Intuitively, (U8) provides a more refined generic map where a representation of an
arrow f ∈ S can be chosen to strictly extend a representation of g where g
f ∈ M. In
particular, when (0
B) ∈ M for all f (U8) subsumes (U5).
1.1.6. Lemma. Suppose S is a stable class of maps and π ∈ S is a morphism satisfying
(U8) for all monomorphisms; then (S, π) satisfies (U5).
Proof. Fixing an element f ∈ S, we must construct a cartesian morphism f
→
→
achieved by realigning 0Ecart
π along 0Ecart
f:
→
0Ecart

π; this is

π

f
1.2. From realignment to cumulative hierarchies. The true utility of (U8) is the
ability to choose a representation for a morphism f ∈ S subject to a strict equation. For
instance, (U8) is sufficient to ‘strictify’ a hierarchy of universes so that the choices of codes
for connectives commute with the coercion maps from one universe to another [Shu15]. In
particular, let S ⊆ T be two universes equipped with a choice of cartesian monomorphism i :
πS
πT . Further assume that T satisfies realignment for the class of all monomorphisms.
Both S, T are closed under dependent products, hence there exist cartesian morphisms

6
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ΠS : PπS (πS )

πS and ΠT : PπT (πT )

πT , but Diagram 1 below need not commute:

PπS (πS )

ΠS

πS

Pi (i)
PπT (πT )

i
ΠT

(1)

πT

We can replace ΠS , ΠT with new codes Π′S , Π′T for which the analogue to Diagram 1
commutes. We set Π′S := ΠS and define Π′T by realigning i ◦ Π′S along Pi (i):
PπS (πS )

Π′S

πS

Pi (i)
PπT (πT )

i
Π′T

πT

(2)

The technique above easily extends to infinite and even transfinite hierarchies of universes. In the latter case, one realigns along the join of all the subobjects PπS ′ (πSi′ )
PπT (πT )
i
pertaining to the formation data for dependent product type codes at lower universes.
Then a coherent hierarchy of such codes is built “from the ground up” by induction.
1.3. Structure of the paper. We survey the landscape of universe constructions
available in Grothendieck toposes and show that they inherit a plentiful supply of wellbehaved universes from Set.
Section 2. We revisit the presheaf-theoretic universe construction of Hofmann and
Streicher [HS98], lifting a Grothendieck universe in Set to a universe of pointwise small
families of presheaves satisfying (U1–8). Presenting a sheaf topos as a subcategory of a
presheaf topos, we recall from Streicher [Str05] that the Hofmann–Streicher construction
also produces universes of sheaves satisfying (U1–6), as the sheafification of the generic
small family of presheaves is generic for small families of sheaves.
Section 3. We review a number of categorical preliminaries to our main result involving
descent and κ-compactness.
Section 4. Adapting a construction of Shulman [Shu15], we prove our main result
(Corollary 4.3.3): the universe of relatively κ-compact sheaves for a strongly inaccessible
cardinal κ satisfies all the universe axioms including (U8). We deduce that cumulative
hierarchies of strict universes lift from Set to any Grothendieck topos.
Section 5. We discuss and compare two equivalent formulations of the realignment
property employing the internal language of a topos.
Section 6. The results of Section 4 have important consequences for the syntax and
semantics of type theory; we review a few of these applications in Section 6. For instance,
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we have already shown that (U8) is sufficient to construct strictly cumulative hierarchies
of universes, and with the existence of these hierarchies in arbitrary Grothendieck topoi the
independence of several logical principles of Martin-Löf type theory immediately follows;
contrary to some claims, sheaf semantics is sufficient and there is no need to move from
sheaves to stacks. We outline applications to independence results in Section 6.1.
We also illustrate the general utility of (U8) through two specific examples: the
semantics of univalence in homotopy type theory (Section 6.2) and the construction of
glued models of type theory (Section 6.3) for proving syntactic metatheorems such as
canonicity, normalization, and decidability. In both cases, (U8) allows us to leverage
existing categorical machinery while still maintaining the required strict equations.
Foundational assumptions. Throughout, we work in a sufficiently strong metatheory
to ensure that Set comes equipped with a collection of universes e.g., ZFC with the
Grothendieck universe axiom. We return this topic briefly in the Section 7.1.

2. Reviewing Hofmann and Streicher’s universes
We begin by recalling constructions from Hofmann and Streicher [HS97] and Streicher
[Str05] lifting universes from Set to Grothendieck topoi. To begin with, fix a Grothendieck
universe V, a transitive non-empty set closed under pairing, power-sets, and I-indexed
unions for each I ∈ V.
2.1. Universes of sets. Each Grothendieck universe defines a universe as in Definition 1.1.1.
2.1.1. Construction. Define the universe SV ⊆ HomSet to be the collection of all
morphisms f : X
Y with V-small fibers, explicitly for each y ∈ Y , there exists a u ∈ V
−1
∼
such that u = f (y).
e =
Showing that SV satisfies axioms (U1–4,6,7) is a standard exercise. Setting V
e
the generic map is—nearly tautologically—given by the projection υ : V
V.

P

u:V u,

2.1.2. Lemma. The universe SV satisfies the realignment axiom (U8).
Proof. Recalling the characterization of (U8) given by Remark 1.1.5, we fix a realignment
problem of the following form:
m∗ Q

P

u:V u

Q
∗

υ

mf
f
A
m

B

p
q

V

8
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Suppose further that f ∈ SV and, through (U5), pick some morphism q0 : B
V
classifying f . While q0 does not necessarily fit into the above diagram, we use it to define
a map q : B
V that does:

p(a)

q(b) = 

when b = m(a)
q0 (b) otherwise

This definition is well-defined as m is a monomorphism; there is at most one a such
that m(a) = b. By definition q fits into the triangle above, and an identical procedure
extends it to the required cartesian square f
υ.
2.1.3. Remark. In the category of sets, any universe in the sense of the present axioms
determines a universe in the sense of Grothendieck. Streicher’s axioms for universes can
therefore be thought of as a more direct alternative to Grothendieck’s axioms, emphasizing
ordinary mathematical constructions (e.g. dependent product, sum, quotient) rather than
set theoretical considerations (transitive membership, power sets, etc.).
2.2. Hofmann and Streicher’s universe of presheaves. Given a V-small category
C, the universe SV induces a canonical universe ŜV on Pr( C).
2.2.1. Definition. We define ŜV to consist of morphisms f : X
Y such that for each
cartesian square of the following shape, the presheaf y ∗ X is (essentially) V-valued:
y∗X

X
f

y(C)

y

Y

Explicitly, for each D : C the set (y ∗ X)D must be V-small.
Again, it remains to show that this class satisfies the expected axioms. (U1–4,6,7)
follow through calculation (taking advantage of the standard construction of f∗ g for (U4)
and Ω for (U6)). Hofmann and Streicher [HS97] show that ŜV satisfies (U5) with a
e
generic map ϖ : U
U. The construction of ϖ is highly dependent on Pr( C) being a
presheaf category, taking advantage of the correspondence Pr( C)/y(C) ≃ Pr( C/C ) which
represents the codomain fibration as a strict 2-functor rather than the usual pseudofunctor:
UC = PrV ( C/C )
The generic family ϖ is most directly defined as a presheaf over Elt(U), again taking
advantage of the equivalence Pr( C)/U ≃ Pr(Elt(U))
ϖ(C,X) = X(C,id)
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The generic map ϖ satisfies a number of strict equations and, in particular, it satisfies
(U8). The proof is similar to Lemma 2.1.2, but the additional indexing over C obscures
this similarity. Accordingly, we introduce a small amount of machinery beforehand.
e as categories, respectively the
Observe first that it is possible to view both V and V
categories of V-sets and pointed V-sets. The projection υ is then a category internal to
Set→ . From this perspective, each ϖc : Set→ (meaning the component of the presheaf
morphism ϖ at c : C) can be viewed as the internal category of υ-valued presheaves on
C/c .
Next, let α : f
ϖ be a cartesian map in Pr( C)→ ; there is a canonical cartesian map
→
α̂c : fc
υ in Set defined like so:
α̂c (x) = αc (x)(idc )
From the perspective of Set→ , the element αc (x) is a υ-valued presheaf on C/c , hence
evaluating at idc yields an element of υ.
2.2.2. Theorem. The universe ŜV satisfies realignment (U8).
Proof. Fix a realignment problem of the following form in which φ and α are cartesian,
and there exists some cartesian map χ : f
ϖ that we wish to realign as the dotted lift
depicted below:
α
h
ϖ

ca

rt

.

φ

(3)

f

For each c : C, we transform the above into a realignment problem for the universe
e
υ:V
V of sets in terms of the cartesian map α̂c : hc
υ. This yields a cartesian lift
βc : fc
υ in the following configuration.
hc
φc

α̂c

υ

βc

(4)

fc

The above is possible because fc is classified by υ. Hence we may define a natural
transformation β̌ : f
ϖ fitting into Diagram 3 as follows:


β̌c (x) z : d



c = βd (z · x)

10
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The functorial action on morphisms of z ′
z : C/c is obtained from the fact that each
βd (z · x) is isomorphic to χd (z · x)(idd ), which is a fiber of a υ-valued presheaf and hence
has the needed functorial action. To check that β̌ restricts along φ to α, we fix z : D
C
and compute:
β̌c (φc (x))(z) = βd (z · φc (x))
= βd (φc (z · x))
= α̂d (z · x)
= αd (z · x)(idd )
= αc (x)(z)
2.2.3. Theorem. The class of morphisms ŜV in Pr( C) is a universe satisfying (U1–8).
2.3. Streicher’s universe of sheaves. Fixing a Grothendieck topology J on C, we
show that the universe ŜV induces a universe on Sh( C, J). Let i : Sh( C, J) → Pr(() C
denote the inclusion geometric morphism, so that i∗ is the inclusion functor and i∗ is
sheafification.
2.3.1. Definition. We define S̃V to be the collection of all maps f such that i∗ f ∈ ŜV .
This collection of maps is easily shown to satisfy (U1–4) because i∗ preserves finite
limits. The existence of a generic map (U5) has been the source of controversy within the
type-theoretic literature; one potential candidate is the restriction of πŜV to the presheaf
of pointwise V-small sheaves, but this is not actually a sheaf as pointed out by Xu and
Escardó [XE16]. Streicher [Str05] proposed a more direct approach: the generic map for
S̃V is the sheafification of the generic map for ŜV . To prove this, we recall Proposition 5.4.4
of van den Berg [vdB11]:
2.3.2. Proposition. If f ∈ ŜV then i∗ f ∈ S̃V .
With this to hand, we immediately conclude that i∗ ϖ ∈ S̃V .
2.3.3. Corollary. The family i∗ ϖ is generic for S̃V .
Proof. Fix f : X
square exists:

Y ∈ S̃V . By definition, i∗ f ∈ ŜV so by (U5) the following cartesian
i∗ X

e
U

i∗ Y

U

(5)

The image of this cartesian square under i∗ remains cartesian and thus shows that
f∼
= i∗ i∗ f is classified by i∗ ϖ.
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2.3.4. Theorem. The class of maps S̃V is a universe satisfying (U1–6).
It is natural to wonder whether this universe satisfies (U8), but unfortunately this
does not seem to be the case. Fix a realignment problem in Sh( C):
h

i∗ ϖ

ca
rt
.

φ

α

(6)

f

By definition, i∗ f and i∗ h both belong to ŜV . The cartesian morphism u : i∗ i∗ ϖ
ϖ
ensures that Diagram 6 induces a realignment problem in Pr( C) that can then be solved:
i∗ h
i∗ φ

i∗ α

i∗ i∗ ϖ

u

ϖ

β

i∗ f

(7)

While this appears promising, there is no obvious way to relate this realignment
problem in ϖ to a solution in i∗ ϖ. In particular, i∗ u is not the counit ϵ : i∗ i∗ i∗ ϖ
i∗ ϖ
so i∗ β ◦ ϵ−1 does not satisfy the correct boundary condition.

3. Generalities on descent and κ-compactness
In preparation for our universe construction, we recall notions of descent and compactness
together and develop the required theory. Accordingly, fix a Grothendieck topos E. When
we speak of a regular cardinal κ, we assume κ ≥ ω.
In Section 1 we observed that the natural notion of morphism between generic maps π,
ρ for a universe is not a merely a commuting square π
ρ but rather a cartesian square;
only the latter ensures that a family classified by π is also classified by ρ. While E→ readily
adopts the essential characteristics of E (for instance, it is also a Grothendieck topos)
the wide subcategory restricting to cartesian squares is not even cocomplete. We first
recall the descent properties of E to show that this subcategory is closed under coproducts,
filtered colimits and pushouts along monomorphisms (Lemma 3.1.3).
In Section 2 we worked with a universe of presheaves valued in small sets. While
convenient, this definition of smallness relies on a choice of presentation of a topos as a
particular category of presheaves. Under mild restrictions, however, ŜV coincides with the
class of relatively compact morphisms. Compactness is a ‘presentation-invariant’ notion

12
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and thereby readily available in E. We recall the theory of κ-compactness in E. We show
that for sufficiently large κ, the class of relatively κ-compact morphisms form a universe
satisfying (U1–7) closed under certain colimits (Lemma 3.2.6 and Theorem 3.3.8).
3.1. Descent in a Grothendieck topos.
3.1.1. Definition. A diagram J : D
E is said to satisfy descent when for any cartesian
natural transformation α : K
J, the induced morphisms αd
colimd:D αd : E→ are
cartesian for each d : D, i.e. the following square is cartesian:
K(d)

colimD K

J(d)

colimD J

We will often speak metonymically of a colimit having descent, to mean that the
diagram of which it is the colimit has descent.
→
3.1.2. Notation. Write Ecart
⊆ E→ for the wide subcategory spanned by cartesian maps.
→
3.1.3. Lemma. Let J : D
Ecart
be a diagram whose base J1 : D
E satisfies descent
→
in the sense of Definition 3.1.1. Then the colimit colimD J exists in Ecart .

Proof. We may first compute the colimit of J in the ordinary arrow category E→ . Next
we must show that each map J(d)
colimD J is cartesian, but this is exactly the content
of J1 enjoying descent. We must now check that the factorizations induced by the universal
property of this colimit in E→ are cartesian.
Fixing a cartesian natural transformation h : J
{X}, we must check that the induced
`
♯
map h : colimD J
X is cartesian. We may cover colimD J by the coproduct D J; by the
`
descent property of effective epimorphisms, it suffices to check that D J
colimD J and
`
`
X are both cartesian. To see that D J
colimD J is cartesian, it suffices to recall
DJ
`
that each J(d)
colimD J is cartesian by assumption. Likewise to check that D J
X
is cartesian, it suffices to recall our assumption that each component hd : J(d)
X is
cartesian.
While all diagrams satisfy descent in an ∞-topos, only some diagrams in 1-topos theory
have descent. The following classes of colimits do enjoy descent:
1. Coproducts enjoy descent: this is one phrasing of the traditional disjointness condition
that for each i ̸= j, the fiber product Xi ×` Xk Xj is the initial object:
k

0E

Xj

Xi

`

k Xk
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2. While pushouts do not generally enjoy descent (see Rezk [Rez10, Example 2.3] for a
counterexample), pushouts along monomorphisms do enjoy descent; this property is
commonly referred to as adhesivity [GL12].
3. Filtered colimits enjoy descent.
The final condition (verified in Lemma 3.1.5) is generalization of the exhaustivity
condition identified by [Shu15].
3.1.4. Lemma. Let D be a filtered category; for any object d : D, the coslice projection
functor p : d/ D
D is final in the sense that restricting any diagram D
E to the coslice
does not change its colimit.
Proof. It suffices to check that for any object e : D, the comma category e ↓ p is
connected [nLa21]. Fixing x, y :d/ D and i : e
p(x) and j : e
p(y), we must find a
d/
zig-zag of morphisms connecting i to j in e ↓ p. Because D is filtered, we may find
w :d/ D with m : x
w and n : y
w. We have two triangles that cannot yet be pasted
into a zig-zag:
e
j
i

p(x)

p(w)
p(m)

p(x)
p(n)

Using the fact that D is filtered, we may find an arrow p(w)
z that unites the two
morphisms e
p(w); because w is under d so is z, so in fact we have an arrow o : w
z
in d/ D with which we may complete the connection between i and j:
e
i

p(x)

j

p(z)
p(
m
)

p(o)

p(x)
n)
p(

p(w)
Lemma 3.1.5 below is verified in greater generality by Garner and Lack [GL12, Proposition 5.10]; we provide a direct proof for expository purposes.
3.1.5. Lemma. Any filtered diagram F : D

E enjoys descent.

14
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Proof. We fix a cartesian natural transformation G
the following square is cartesian:
G(d)

colimD G

F (d)

colimD F

F and must check for each d : D

Because D is filtered, we may replace the indexing category with the coslice d/ D ⊆ D
by Lemma 3.1.4, noting that colimd/ D H = colimD H for any diagram H : D
E.
G(d)

colimd/ D G

F (d)

colimd/ D F

(8)

We observe that any object is the colimit of the constant diagram it determines;
therefore we may rewrite Diagram 8 as follows:
colimd/ D {G(d)}

colimd/ D G

colimd/ D {F (d)}

colimd/ D F

Recall that filtered colimits commute with finite limits, so it suffices to check that the
following square below is cartesian for d → e:
G(d)

G(e)

F (d)

F (e)

But Diagram 9 is cartesian because we have assumed that G

(9)
F is cartesian.

We recall the notion of ideal diagram from Awodey and Forssell [AF05].
3.1.6. Definition. An ideal diagram in a category E is a functor D
E where D is a
small filtered preorder and the image of each d ≤ e is a monomorphism in E.
3.1.7. Lemma. Let F : D
is a monomorphism.

E be an ideal diagram. Then each morphism F (d)

colimD F
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Proof. This follows for essentially the same reason as Lemma 3.1.5. Fixing d : D, to see
that F (d)
colimD F is a monomorphism it suffices to check that the following diagram
is cartesian:
F (d)
F (d)

F (d)

colimD F

(10)

Because D is filtered, by Lemma 3.1.4 we may replace Diagram 10 as follows:
colimd/ D {F (d)}

colimd/ D {F (d)}

colimd/ D {F (d)}

colimd/ D F

Because filtered colimits commute with finite limits, it suffices to check that each of
the following squares is cartesian for e ≥ d:
F (d)

F (d)

F (d)

F (e)

But we have already assumed F (d)

F (e) to be a monomorphism.

3.1.8. Remark. For any regular cardinal κ ≥ ω, a κ-filtered diagram is filtered. Accordingly, both Lemmas 3.1.5 and 3.1.7 hold for κ-filtered diagrams.
3.1.9. Lemma. Let F, G : D
E be two diagrams such that G satisfies descent, and let
F
G be a cartesian monomorphism between them. Then the induced map colimD F
colimD G
is a monomorphism.
Proof. We need to check that the following square is cartesian:
colimD F

colimD F

colimD F

colimD G

16
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We can cover colimD F by D F ; by descent of cartesian squares along covers, it suffices
to prove that the outer square below is cartesian:
`

DF

colimD F

colimD F

`

DF

colimD F

colimD G

`

(11)

DG

We have factored the downstairs map of Diagram 11 using the universal property of
the coproduct. Our strategy to show that Diagram 11 is cartesian is to exhibit it as the
pasting of two cartesian squares, as hinted by our factorization. In particular, by pasting
pullbacks it is enough to prove that the right-hand square below is cartesian:
`

DF

`

DF

colimD F

`

DF

`

DG

colimD G

(12)

The left-hand square of Diagram 12 can be seen to be cartesian using our assumption
that F
G is a monomorphism. To see that the right-hand square is cartesian, we will
use our descent hypothesis for G. In particular, it suffices to check that each of the squares
below is cartesian:
F (d)
colimD F

G(d)

colimD G

But this is exactly the condition that G : D

E have descent.

3.1.10. Lemma. For any morphism B
C and epimorphism E
E
C is a monomorphism then so is B
C.
Proof. If the composite E
is an isomorphism, hence B

C is a monomorphism, then so is E
C is a monomorphism.

B, if the composite
B; therefore E

B

3.2. Compact objects and relatively compact maps. We recall some of the theory
of compact objects. We refer the reader to Adámek and Rosický [AR94] for a detailed
exposition of compact objects and locally presentable categories.
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3.2.1. Definition. An object X : E is said to be κ-compact when the functor HomE (X, −)
preserves κ-filtered colimits. Following Lurie [Lur09], a morphism X
Y is said to be
relatively κ-compact if for each κ-compact object Z and morphism Z
Y , the pullback
Z ×Y X is κ-compact:
Z ×Y X
X

Z

Y

3.2.2. Notation. We will write Sκ for the class of relatively κ-compact maps in E.
3.2.3. Definition. A category C is locally κ-presentable when C is cocomplete and there
is a set of κ-compact objects that generates C under κ-filtered colimits.
3.2.4. Notation. As a topos, E is locally κ-presentable for some regular cardinal κ. For
the remainder of this subsection, we fix κ to be such a cardinal.
The colimit of a diagram in E→ of relatively κ-compact morphisms is not necessarily
relatively κ-compact. For a simple counterexample, consider an object X that is not
κ-compact; then the following pushout of relatively κ-compact morphisms is not relatively
κ-compact:
1
1
X

X
1

X

1

X

→
More can be said when the diagram is cartesian (i.e. valued in Ecart
). In particular,
relatively κ-compact morphisms are closed under colimits of cartesian diagrams whose
bases satisfy descent in the sense of Definition 3.1.1, which we verify in Lemma 3.1.3. We
first recall Proposition 4.18 of Shulman [Shu19].

3.2.5. Proposition. Let J : D
E be a diagram and let Y be its colimit; a morphism
X
Y is relatively κ-compact if and only if for each d : D, the pullback X ×Y J(d)
J(d)
depicted below is relatively κ-compact:
X ×Y J(d)

J(d)

X

id

Y

18
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Proof. The only if direction is clear, so suppose for each d : D, X ×Y J(d)
J(d) is
relatively κ-compact. We must show that X
Y is relatively κ-compact. Recall that
any diagram can be presented as a κ-filtered diagram of colimits of κ-small sub-diagrams.
Therefore, it suffices to show that this holds when J is κ-filtered and when J is κ-small.
First suppose J is κ-filtered. Fix a κ-compact object Z together with a morphism
Z
Y , we must show that the pullback Z ×Y X is κ-compact. As Y is the colimit of a
κ-filtered diagram, the morphism Z
Y must factor through some J(d)
Y:
Z ×Y X

J(d) ×Y X

X

Z

J(d)

Y

By assumption, J(d) ×Y X
J(d) is relatively κ-compact so Z ×Y X is κ-compact.
Next, suppose that J is a κ-small diagram. In this case, the diagram category E D is
also locally κ-presentable [AR94, Corollary 1.54]. Accordingly, D = colimi:I Ei , where
each Ei is a κ-compact object in E D and I is κ-filtered. Each Ei (d) is κ-compact [Shu19,
Lemma 4.2] and by commutation of colimits Y = colimi:I colimd:D Ei (d).
By assumption I is κ-filtered so by the already proven case it suffices to show that
X ×Y colimd Ei (d)
colimd Ei (d) is relatively κ-compact for each i : I. As the κ-small
colimit of κ-small objects, colimd Ei (d) is κ-compact so this morphism is relatively κcompact if and only if X ×Y colimd Ei (d) is κ-compact. By universality of colimits, we
have a sequence of identifications:
X ×Y colimd Ei (d) = colimd X ×Y Ei (d) = colimd ((X ×Y J(d)) ×J(d) Ei (d))
Thus, this object is κ-compact as the κ-small colimit of κ-compact objects.
3.2.6. Lemma. The colimit of a diagram J : D
phisms is relatively κ-compact if the base J1 : D
Definition 3.1.1.

→
Ecart
of relatively κ-compact morE satisfies descent in the sense of

Proof. By Proposition 3.2.5 it suffices to check that each fiber i∗d colimD J0 : E→ below is
relatively κ-compact:
i∗d colimD J0
colimD J0

J1 (d)

id

colimD J1

(13)

Because J1 satisfies descent, the cartesian square depicted in Diagram 13 is actually
J(d)
colimD J; but we have already assumed that J(d) is relatively κ-compact.
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3.2.7. Lemma. The class of maps Sκ satisfies the descent axiom (U7).
Proof. Let g be a relatively κ-compact morphism equipped with a cartesian epimorphism
g
f as below:
a
C
A
Sκ ∋ g

f
D

b

B

We must show that f is relatively κ-compact. We will use the fact that both a : C
A
and b : D
B are coequalizers of their kernel pairs, and that kernel pairs are stable:
q1
C ×A C

q2

C

a

A

g
p1
D ×B D

p2

D

f
b

B

(14)

By Proposition 3.2.5 it suffices to check that each pullback (b ◦ pi )∗ f is relatively
κ-compact. But each of these is a pullback of g (Diagram 14) and therefore by stability
(U1), f is relatively κ-compact.
3.3. Relating small and relatively compact maps. For this subsection, fix a
subcanonical presentation E = Sh( C, J) and write i∗ ⊣ i∗ for the geometric embedding
Sh( C, J)
Pr( C). Recall that a presheaf P : Pr( C) is κ-small when each P (C) is a
κ-small set. Under mild assumptions, small presheaves precisely correspond to compact
presheaves. We reproduce a proof due to Adámek and Rosický [AR94, Example 1.31]:
3.3.1. Lemma. Given a regular cardinal κ > | C| and P : Pr( C), P is κ-compact if and
only if it is valued in κ-small sets.
Proof. First express P as the colimit of representables: P = colim(c,p):Elt(P ) y(c) =
colimElt(P ) y ◦ π. On one hand, if P is valued in κ-small sets, then Elt(P ) is κ-small,
while each y(c) is κ-compact. Thus, P is a κ-small colimit of κ-compact objects, hence
κ-compact.
On the other hand, suppose instead that P is κ-compact; we will show that it is
valued in κ-small sets. By completing Elt(P ) under κ-small colimits and extending y ◦ π
by colimits, we obtain a κ-filtered diagram D and a map F : D
Pr( C) which sends a
formal colimit to a κ-small colimit of representables. Observe that each F (d) is κ-small as
a κ-small colimit of representables. Moreover, the canonical map p : colimD F
P is an
isomorphism [AR94, Theorem 1.20] so that, in particular, P is the κ-filtered colimit of
κ-small objects.
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As P is κ-compact, we obtain a map r : P
F (d) for some d : D fitting into the
following diagram:
p−1
P
colimD F
r

F (d)
It follows immediately that r is monic, and so P is a subobject of F (d). As F (d) is valued
in κ-small sets, so is P .
3.3.2. Lemma. For any κ > | C|, a morphism f : P
Q is relatively κ-compact in Pr( C)
if and only if the fibers of f over representable presheaves are κ-compact.
Proof. The only-if direction is immediate, so it suffices to show that f is relatively
compact provided that its fibers over representable presheaves are compact. To this end,
fix a κ-compact presheaf R and a morphism g : R
Q:
g∗P

P
f

R

g

Q

We must show that g ∗ P is κ-compact. Viewing R as a colimit of representables,
universality ensures that g ∗ P = colim(C,r):Elt(R) f ∗ y(C). By assumption, each f ∗ y(C) is
κ-compact, and by Lemma 3.3.1 Elt(R) is a κ-small category. Accordingly, as a κ-small
colimit of κ-compact objects, g ∗ P is κ-compact.
3.3.3. Definition. A cardinal λ > κ is sharply larger than κ, notated λ  κ, if each
κ-accessible category is λ-accessible.3
3.3.4. Lemma. There exists a cardinal λ0 such that for any λ  λ0 , both i∗ and i∗ preserve
λ-filtered colimits and λ-compact objects.
Proof. As adjoints i∗ and i∗ are both accessible functors. Therefore, result follows
immediately from the uniformization result (2.19) of Adámek and Rosický [AR94].
3.3.5. Lemma. If i∗ preserves λ-compact objects, then i∗ reflects them.
Proof. Let E : Sh( C, J) be such that i∗ E is λ-compact; because i∗ preserves λ-compact
objects, i∗ i∗ E ∼
= E is λ-compact.
While it is non-obvious from this formulation of , each regular cardinal κ is sharply less than
arbitrarily large regular cardinals.
3
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3.3.6. Corollary. Given a cardinal λ sharply larger than both λ0 and | C|, the following
properties hold:
1. E is locally λ-presentable.
2. The set HomE (X, Y ) between two λ-compact objects X, Y is λ-small.
3. The λ-compact objects in E are closed under finite limits.
3.3.7. Lemma. Given a cardinal λ sharply larger than both λ0 and | C|, the direct image
functor i∗ preserves and reflects relatively λ-compact morphisms.
Proof. We handle preservation and reflection separately.
Preservation. Let X
Y be a relatively λ-compact morphism in E. We must check
that i∗ X
i∗ Y is relatively λ-compact; by Lemma 3.3.2, it suffices to argue that its fibers
over representable presheaves are λ-compact. To this end, fix a cartesian square:
W

i∗ X
i∗ f

y(C)

y

i∗ Y

Because ( C, J) is a subcanonical site, representables are already sheaves; as sheaves
are closed under fiber products, we know that W is a sheaf and hence W ∼
= i∗ i∗ W . We
have already seen in Lemma 3.3.5 that i∗ reflects λ-compactness, so it suffices to show
that i∗ W is λ-compact. Because i∗ is lex, we have the following pullback square in E:
i∗ W

X

i∗ y(C)

Y

Because i∗ y(C) is λ-compact and X
Y is assumed relatively λ-compact, we conclude
∗
that i W is λ-compact.
Reflection. Let X
Y be a morphism in E such i∗ X
i∗ Y is relatively λ-compact
in Pr( C). Fixing a morphism Z
Y with Z a λ-compact object, we must check that the
fiber product W below is λ-compact:
W

X

Z

Y

22
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The right adjoint i∗ preserves λ-compact objects by assumption (Lemma 3.3.4) and
hence i∗ Z is λ-compact; because i∗ also preserves pullbacks, we deduce that i∗ W is a
λ-compact object in Pr( C):
i∗ W
i∗ X

i∗ Z

i∗ Y

To conclude that W is λ-compact, we note that W ∼
= i∗ i∗ W and i∗ i∗ W is λ-compact by
our assumption that the left adjoint i∗ preserves λ-compact objects (again Lemma 3.3.4).
Combining the above results with Theorem 2.3.4, we obtain the following result:
3.3.8. Theorem. There exists a regular cardinal κ such that for any strongly inaccessible
λ  κ, E is locally λ-presentable and the class of relatively λ-compact maps in E form a
universe Sλ satisfying (U1–7) and λ-compact objects are closed under finite limits.
Proof. We define κ to be any regular cardinal sharply larger than both λ0 and | C|. We
first recall that E is locally λ-presentable and that λ-compact objects are closed under
finite limits by Corollary 3.3.6. Next, Theorem 2.3.4 combined with Lemmas 3.3.1, 3.3.2
and 3.3.7 ensures that for any λ  κ, the universe Sλ satisfies (U1–6). Finally, we have
established that Sλ satisfies (U7) in Lemma 3.2.7.
3.3.9. Corollary. Under the same assumptions as Theorem 3.3.8, the full subcategory
of E/Y spanned by relatively λ-compact maps is essentially small.
e
Proof. Writing ϖλ : U
λ
bounded by Hom(Y, Uλ ).

Uλ for the generic map of Sλ , this subcategory of E/Y is

3.3.10. Lemma. Under the same assumptions as Theorem 3.3.8, there exists a λ-small
set of monomorphisms I generating all monomorphisms in E under pushout, transfinite
composition, and retracts. Moreover, the domains and codomains of morphisms in I are
λ-compact.
Proof. Beke [Bek00, Proposition 1.12] shows that the collection of sub-quotients of
representables J generate all monomorphisms in Pr( C). Explicitly, J is the collection of
monomorphisms A
B where B is the quotient of a representable y(C). As Pr( C) is
both well-powered and co-well-powered there is essentially a set of such monomorphisms.
A quotient of a representable y(C) is determined by a morphism y(C) × y(C)
Ω. As
λ > | C|, Ω is λ-small and there is a λ-small set of representables therefore J may be chosen
to be λ-small. Finally, the domains and codomains of monomorphisms in J are λ-small,
since they are subquotients of representables which are λ-small; and by Lemma 3.3.1, this
implies they are λ-compact.
We now define I ⊂ HomE as the image of J under i∗ . As i∗ preserves monomorphisms
and i∗ preserves all colimits, I generates all monomorphisms in E under pushout, transfinite
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composition, and retracts. The domains and codomains of morphisms in I are seen to be
λ-compact by Lemma 3.3.4.

4. Main result: a universe satisfying realignment
Let E be a Grothendieck topos and fix a strongly inaccessible cardinal κ satisfying the
assumptions of Theorem 3.3.8. We have previously shown that Sκ satisfies (U1–7). We
construct a new generic map for this class and thereby conclude that Sκ satisfies (U8).
4.1. Saturation of solvable realignment problems. In Definition 1.1.3 we specified what it means for a universe to have realignment for a class of monomorphisms M.
On the other hand, any stable class of maps S and morphism π : E
U ∈ S determines
a class Jπ of monomorphisms along which realignment problems can be solved (regardless
of whether S is a universe and whether π is generic).
4.1.1. Notation. We will write Jπ for the largest set of monomorphisms in E with
respect to which (S, π) satisfies the realignment property.
We will establish the closure of Jπ under pushout, transfinite composition, and retracts.
4.1.2. Lemma. The class of realignable monomorphisms Jπ is stable under pushout.
Proof. Fix A

f

B ∈ Jπ and a pushout diagram in the following configuration:
A

C

B

D

(15)

We must show that C
D ∈ Jπ ; to that end, we fix a realignment problem
h
π whose extent lies over C
D.
h

π

E→

U

E

f
A

C
B

(16)

D

We will transform the realignment problem of Diagram 16 into one that we can already
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solve; first we fill in the cartesian lifts over the pushout square in the base.
A∗ h

h
B∗f

π

E→

U

E

f

A

C
B

(17)

D

By the universality of colimits, the upper face is a pushout; therefore to solve our
realignment problem, it suffices to find a map B ∗ f
π making the following square
commute:
A∗ h
h

B∗f

(18)

π

Because S is stable under pullback, we have B ∗ f ∈ S; therefore Diagram 18 is itself a
realignment problem whose extent lies over an element of Jπ .
4.1.3. Notation. We will write O<α for the filtered poset of ordinal numbers β < α.
4.1.4. Lemma. The class of realignable monomorphisms Jπ is stable under transfinite
composition.
Proof. Let F : O<α
E be a cocontinuous functor such that each F (β)
F (β + 1) is an
element of Jπ . We must show that the transfinite composition F (0)
colimO<α F is an element of Jπ . We fix a realignment situation whose extent lies over some F (0)
colimO<α F :
f0

π

E→

U

E

f
F (0)

(19)

colimD F
By the universality of colimits, we may replace f with colimO<α f• where f• : O<α
generalizes f0 by sending each fβ to the following cartesian lift:
fβ

f

E→

F (β)

colimO<α F

E

→
Ecart

(20)
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Our realignment problem can therefore be rewritten as follows:
f0

π

colimO<α f•

(21)

We will define the natural transformation colimO<α f•
π by transfinite induction
on β ≤ α. In the zero case, we use our existing map f0
π. In the successor case, we
assume a map fβ
π extending f0
fβ and glue fβ
π along fβ
fβ+1 ∈ Jπ :
f0

π

(22)

fβ

fβ+1
The limit case is trivial, as we may assemble all the prior solutions into a single one
using the universal property of fβ as colimO<β f• :
f0

colimO<β f• = fβ
fα<β

(23)
π

The extension to Diagram 23 remains natural because we have merely combined the
solutions to the smaller realignment problems.
4.1.5. Lemma. The class of realignable monomorphisms Jπ is closed under retracts.
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D of j in E→ :

B ∈ Jπ and a retract i : C

Proof. We fix j : A

C

A

i

C

j
D

i

B

(24)

D

To check that i ∈ Jπ , we fix a realignment problem whose extent lies over i : C
h

π

E→

U

E

D:

f
C

(25)

D
We restrict Diagram 25 along Diagram 24:

A∗ h

h

B∗f

f
C

h

We first glue A∗ h

C
B

π along A∗ h

E→

U

E

f

A
D

π

(26)

D
B ∗ f which lies over j ∈ Jπ :

A∗ h

h

B∗f

π

The dotted map of Diagram 27 restricts along the left-most square of f

(27)
B ∗ f to a
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solution to our original realignment problem (Diagram 25):

h

A∗ h

h

f

B∗f

π

4.2. A small object argument. In this section we construct a candidate for the
generic family of Sκ , using a variant of the small object argument. Our construction is
very similar to that of Shulman [Shu15; Shu19] but relies on different assumptions.
By Lemma 3.3.10, there is a κ-small set of monomorphisms I ⊆ E↣ generating all
the monomorphisms of E under pushout, transfinite composition, and retracts, and whose
domains and codomains are κ-compact.
4.2.1. Definition. Let π : E
U be a relatively κ-compact map. A realignment datum
for π is defined to be a relatively κ-compact map f together with a span of the following
→
form in Ecart
, in which h
f lies horizontally over an element of I:
f

h

π

There is of course a proper class of realignment data in the sense of Definition 4.2.1,
but Corollary 3.3.9 ensures that up to isomorphism there is only a set of realignment data.
4.2.2. Notation. We will write Dκ (π) for the chosen set of representatives of isomorphism
classes of realignment data for π; for any d ∈ Dκ (π), we will write fd
hd
π for the
span it represents.
We record the following lemma for use in Section 4.4.
4.2.3. Lemma. Given a strongly inaccessible cardinal µ > κ and a relatively κ-compact
morphism π : E
U such that U is µ-compact, the set Dκ (π) is µ-small.
Proof. Given A
B ∈ I, there is a µ-small set of morphisms B
As I is κ-small, the conclusion then follows.

U by Corollary 3.3.6.

4.2.4. Construction. We will define an ideal diagram πκ• : O<κ
→
induction, finally defining the family πκ : Ecart
to be colimO<κ πκ• :

→
Ecart
by well-founded

Eκ0

...

Eκα

...

πκ0
Uκ0

Eκ
πκ

...

Uκα

...

Uκ
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→ . In the sucessor case, we assume
We initialize the iteration by setting πκ0 := 0Ecart
α
→
α+1
→
πκ : Ecart and define πκ to be the following pushout computed in Ecart
using Lemma 3.1.3.

πκα

`

α ) hd
d∈Dκ (πκ

πκα+1

`

α ) fd
d∈Dκ (πκ

At a limit ordinal α, fix an ideal diagram πκ• : O<α
4.2.5. Lemma. The ideal diagram πκ• : O<κ
relatively κ-compact morphisms.

(28)

→
Ecart
and define πκα := colimO<α πκ• .

→
Ecart
from Construction 4.2.4 is valued in

→
Proof. We proceed by induction on ordinals α ≤ κ. The base case πκ0 = 0Ecart
is relatively
α+1
κ-compact by Lemma 3.2.6. Next we check that πκ is relatively κ-compact assuming πκα
is relatively κ-compact. We may apply Lemma 3.2.6 because Diagram 28 enjoys descent
as a pushout along a monomorphism, so it suffices to check that each node of Diagram 28
is relatively κ-compact. We have already assumed that πκα is relatively κ-compact; both
`
`
α ) fd and
α ) hd are relatively κ-compact again by Lemma 3.2.6 because
d∈Dκ (πκ
d∈Dκ (πκ
coproducts enjoy descent and both fd , hd are relatively κ-compact as pullbacks of πκα .
In the limit case we assume πκβ relatively κ-compact for each β < α, and observe that
colimO<α πκ• is relatively κ-compact by Lemma 3.2.6 again, since O<α is a filtered preorder
and therefore its diagrams enjoy descent (Lemma 3.1.5).

4.2.6. Lemma. The transfinite composition πκ := colimO<κ πκ• is relatively κ-compact.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.2.6 and 4.2.5 using the fact that transfinite compositions enjoy
descent (Lemma 3.1.5).
4.3. Realignment for the universe. In Section 4.2 we have constructed a relatively
κ-compact map πκ : Eκ
Uκ using the small object argument. We wish to show that
this map exhibits Sκ as a universe satisfying (U5,8), i.e. πκ is generic for relatively
κ-compact maps and satisfies the realignment condition. Because realignment is stronger
than genericity (Lemma 1.1.6), we will focus on the former.
We recall from Notation 4.1.1 that Jπκ denotes the largest class of monomorphisms
relative to which (S, πκ ) supports realignment. From Lemma 3.3.10 we recall that I is a
set of monomorphisms generating E under pushout, transfinite composition, and retracts,
and we have assumed that the domain of any m ∈ I is κ-compact.
4.3.1. Lemma. Every generating monomorphism is realignable, i.e. we have I ⊆ Jπ .
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Proof. Let i : A
B be an element of I; to check that i ∈ Jπκ , we fix a realignment
problem in Sκ whose extent lies over i : A
B.
h

πκ

E→

Uκ

E

f
A

(29)

B
Because A
B ∈ I, we know that A is κ-compact; this is the same as to say that
HomE (A, −) commutes with κ-filtered colimits, in particular the colimit Uκ = colimO<κ Uκ• .
Thus, using the construction of colimits in the category of sets, there exists some α such
that h
πκ factors through πκα
πκ ; the successor case of the small object argument
adjoins realignments along generating monomorphisms, so it is appropriate to factor our
realignment problem like so:
πκα

h

πκα+1

πκ

(30)

f

The intermediate realignment span f
h
πκα can be represented by a realignment
α
datum d ∈ Dκ (πκ ). We may therefore compose the induced injections to obtain a solution
f
πκ to the realignment problem Diagram 29.

h

`

f

`

α ) hd
d∈Dκ (πκ

α ) fd
d∈Dκ (πκ

πκα

πκ

πκα+1

4.3.2. Corollary. All monomorphisms are realignable, i.e. we have Jπκ = E↣ .
Proof. We have assumed that I generates E↣ under pushout, transfinite composition,
and retracts; but Jπκ is saturated (Section 4.1), so our result follows from the fact that
generating monomorphisms are realignable (Lemma 4.3.1).
4.3.3. Corollary. Sκ is a universe satisfying (U1–8).
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4.4. A cumulative universe hierarchy. Fix a second strongly inaccessible cardinal
µ > κ. We obtain a generic map πµ for Sµ satisfying (U8) by the same small object
argument detailed in Section 4.2.
Genericity of πµ implies that we automatically obtain a cartesian morphism πκ
πµ
but this map is not generally a monomorphism. On the other hand, we can choose our
own cartesian monomorphism πκ
πµ by means of a pointwise construction.
4.4.1. Lemma. There exists a cartesian monomorphism πκ

πµ .

Proof. We recall that each πλ is colimO<κ πλ• . Because filtered colimits enjoy descent,
by Lemma 3.1.9 to construct a cartesian monomorphism colimO<κ πκ•
colimO<κ πµ• , it
suffices to define a cartesian monomorphism of diagrams ℓ : πκ•
πµ• :
πµ•

ηπ

µ

πκ•

•

{πµ }

(31)

We construct our natural transformation πκ•
πµ• step-wise; the only interesting case
α+1
α+1
α
α
is to define πκ
πµ given πκ
πµ . By Lemma 3.1.9 it suffices to define a cartesian
monomorphism between the defining spans of πκα+1 , πµα+1 , since they are pushouts along
monomorphisms and hence enjoy descent in E→ . Such a morphism is trivially induced
by the embedding that sends a realignment span f
h
πκα to f
h
πκα+1 by
postcomposition with πκα
πκα+1 .
4.4.2. Lemma. Uκ is µ-compact.
Proof. We argue that Uκ is µ-compact by showing that it is the µ-small colimit of µ-small
objects. Recall that Uκ = colimO<κ Uκ• , so it suffices to argue that Uκα is µ-compact for
each α < κ.
We show this by transfinite induction on α < κ. The limit case is immediate: Uκα is
then a µ-small colimit of µ-compact objects. Fix α < κ and assume that Uκα is µ-small.
Uκα+1 is defined as the following pushout:
`

α ) cod(hd )
d∈Dκ (πκ

`

α ) cod(fd )
d∈Dκ (πκ

Uκα

Uκα+1

By Lemmas 3.3.10 and 4.2.3 together with our assumption that Uκα is µ-compact, this
is a µ-small colimit of µ-compact objects so Uκα+1 is µ-compact.
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κ/
Given a poset (I, ≤) and conservative functor λ : I
Card of strongly inaccessible
cardinals, these results extend to a hierarchy of universes indexed in I:

4.4.3. Corollary. Each universe Sλi satisfies (U1–8) and for each i < j, there is a
cartesian monomorphism πλi
πλj and cod(πλi ) is λj -compact.

5. Relating internal formulations of realignment
We have focused on the external formulation of realignment as a property of a class of maps;
recent years have seen several applications of type-theoretic formulation of realignment that
employs the internal language of a topos. In Section 5.1 we discuss a logical formulation
popularized by Orton and Pitts, which we compare with a more geometrical formulation
due to Sterling in Section 5.2 that mirrors the recollement of a space from open and closed
subspaces, completing the latent analogy with Artin gluing.
5.1. Internal realignment à la Orton and Pitts. In another guise, Coquand has
employed the realignment property in the cubical set model of cubical type theory [Coh+17],
later rephrased into the internal type language of topoi by Birkedal, Bizjak, Clouston,
Grathwohl, Spitters, and Vezzosi [Bir+16] and employed by Orton and Pitts [OP16] to
give more abstract and general constructions of models of cubical type theory in presheaf
topoi. We recall the internal version of the realignment axiom for a universe below, using
informal type theoretic notations.
5.1.1. Notation. For any B : U , an isomorph of B is defined to be a type A : U together
P
with an isomorphism f : A ∼
= B. We will write IsoS (B) := A:U A ∼
= B for the type of
P
isomorphs of B, and IsoS := B:U IsoS (B) for the object of isomorphisms.
5.1.2. Notation. We will write X + for the partial map classifier
η + : X → X + for its unit.

P

φ:Ω ([φ]

→ X), and

5.1.3. Definition. A realignment structure is defined to be an element of the dependent
Q
Q
type B:U A:IsoS (B)+ {G : IsoS (B) | A = η + (G)}.
Combining the application described in Section 6.3 with the internal perspective of
Orton and Pitts [OP16], the realignment operation is included as an axiom of synthetic
Tait computability [Ste21], the mathematical framework behind the recent normalization
result for cubical type theory [SA21].
We demonstrate in Lemmas 5.1.5 and 5.1.6 that the existence of realignment structures
in the sense of Definition 5.1.3 is equivalent to the realignment property of Definition 1.1.3.
5.1.4. Notation. We will write Iso∗S : E/IsoS for the dependent type I : IsoS ⊢ π1 (I)
of pointed isomorphisms. We define the type DescS of S-realignment data to be the
P
dependent sum B:U IsoS (B)+ . We will write Desc∗S : E/DescS for the dependent type
D : DescS ⊢ π1 (D) of pointed realignment data.
5.1.5. Lemma. Let S be a universe satisfying (U8) for the class of all monomorphisms;
then S has a realignment structure.
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Proof. We have a cartesian monomorphism Iso∗S
Desc∗S that turns an isomorphism
into the corresponding total realignment datum with φ := ⊤. Taking the domain of an
isomorphism corresponds to a cartesian map Iso∗S
π. Combining these, we may rephrase
Definition 5.1.3 as the existence of a cartesian morphism Desc∗S
π in the following
configuration:
Iso∗S
π

Desc∗S

(32)

The dotted map of Diagram 32 exists by the realignment axiom because Desc∗S ∈ S.
5.1.6. Lemma. Suppose that S has a realignment structure; then S satisfies (U8) for the
class of all monomorphisms.
Proof. We transform external realignment problems into internal ones. Fix a span of
cartesian maps as below such that f ∈ S:
f

Γ

h

pφ

Φ

π

U

A

(33)

Because f ∈ S, we additionally have:
h

Φ

f

pφ

Γ

π

U

B

(34)

We take the characteristic map of Φ:
1E

Φ
pφ

⊤
Γ

φ

Ω

(35)

We have a map Φ
IsoS (B ◦ pφ ) determined by A, which we observe forms the base of
∗
a cartesian map h
IsoS . On the other hand, we have a map Γ
IsoS (B)+ , i.e. a partial
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isomorphism with support φ between A and B ◦ pφ . Therefore we have a realignment
datum Γ
DescS determined by B and our partial isomorphism; in fact, this is the base
of a cartesian map f
Desc∗S which we may compose with the realignment structure to
obtain the desired factorization:

h

Iso∗S

f

Desc∗S

π

(36)

In summary, we have solved the realignment problem by restriction to the generic
case.
5.2. Realignment and recollement. Sterling has recently advanced an alternative [SH22] to the internal characterization of Orton and Pitts (Section 5.1) based on the
recollement of a sheaf from its components over complementary open and closed subspaces.
We recall the basics of the theory from SGA 4 [AGV72].
When X is a topos, a subterminal object J
1X corresponds to an open subtopos
X/J such that the open inclusion geometric morphism j∗ : X/J
X is the right adjoint
to the pullback functor j ∗ : X
X/J that sends E to E × J
J. Meanwhile we may
form the complementary closed subtopos X⋆U = X \ X/J by considering the subcategory
of X spanned by objects E for which the canonical map E × J
J is an isomorphism.
The closed inclusion i∗ : X⋆J
X then has a left exact left adjoint i∗ : X
X⋆J taking
E to the join E ⋆ J, i.e. the following pushout:
E×J

J

E

E⋆J

The Grothendieck school then develops both a global and a local recollement theory
for the open-closed partition (X/J , X⋆J ) of X:
5.2.1. Global recollement [AGV72]. The topos X may be reconstructed from its
open and closed subtopoi as the comma category X⋆J ↓ i∗ j∗ , i.e. the Artin gluing of i∗ j∗ .
In other words, the diagram below is pseudocartesian in the (very large) bicategory of all
→
categories, in which the upper functor q : X
X⋆J
sends an object E to the morphism
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i∗ ηE : E



j∗ j ∗ E in X⋆J .
X

q

→
X⋆J

j∗

codX⋆J

X/J

X⋆J

i∗ j∗

From the global recollement of the topos X from its open and closed subtopoi, the
Grothendieck school concludes a local recollement or fracture theorem that reconstructs
an object of the topos from its components over the open and closed subtopoi.4
5.2.2. Local recollement [AGV72]. Under the same assumptions, any object E of
X may be reconstructed from its restrictions j ∗ E, i∗ E to the open and closed subtopoi
respectively. In particular, the following diagram is cartesian in X:
ηE

E

i∗ i∗ E
i∗ i∗ ηE = i∗ qE

ηE
j∗ j ∗ E

η j∗ j ∗ E

i∗ i∗ j∗ j ∗ E

The above follows immediately from the global recollement (Section 5.2.1); conversely,
if O : X/J is an object of the open subtopos and p : K
i∗ O : X⋆J is a family of objects in
the closed subtopos, then the pullback of the latter along O
i∗ j ∗ O in X is a morphism
∗
E
j∗ O that is isomorphic to the unit E
j∗ j E:
ηE

E

i∗ K

ηj∗∗ O (i∗ p)

j∗ j ∗ E

i∗ p

=∼

j∗ O

η j∗ O

i∗ i∗ j∗ O

(37)

5.2.3. Question. Can E can be chosen in Diagram 37 such that the isomorphism
j∗ j ∗ E
j∗ O is in fact an identity?
Although identity of objects is not properly part of the language of category theory, it
becomes meaningful when considering internal categories as we do in Section 5.2.4 below.
We will see that the realignment axiom (U8) for a full internal subtopos corresponds to
the ability to construct a version of Diagram 37 in which j∗ j ∗ E = j ∗ O strictly.
Such a fracture theorem is developed in much greater generality for left exact modalities by Rijke,
Shulman, and Spitters [RSS20].
4
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5.2.4. Internal recollement [SH22]. Let U be a universe in X and let p : E
U
be a generic family for U; then U constitutes a full internal subtopos of X in the sense of
Bénabou [Bén73]. Consequently we may think of U as a topos C ∗ U in every slice X/C of
X; hence any monomorphism J
C in X corresponds to a subterminal object in X/C ,
∗
i.e. an open subtopos of C U . Therefore we may replay the global and local recollement
for each C ∗ U using the same constructions.
Letting J : Ω be a proposition in X, we note that the exponential family E J
UJ
is generic for the open subtopos of U determined by the proposition J. We will write
Q
J∗ : U J
U for the function that sends a family O : U J to its dependent product z:J Oz;
the left adjoint J ∗ : U
U J takes a type A to the constant family λ : J.A. Likewise we
may obtain a generic family for the closed subtopos by considering the subobject U⋆J ⊆ U
spanned by types A such that p[A] × J
J is an isomorphism; following Rijke, Shulman,
and Spitters [RSS20], we will refer to such types as J-connected.
We may now revisit our Question 5.2.3 concerning Diagram 37 in the internal language.
Let O : U J be an object of the open subtopos and let K : J∗ O → U⋆J be a family of
J-connected objects. Then an affirmative answer
5.2.3 would produce some
P to Question

∗
E : U together with an isomorphism fE :
x:J∗ O Kx → E in U such that j E = O
strictly and j ∗ fE is strictly equal to λz : J.λ(x, y).xz. In other words, we are asking for a
type constructor Glue on U with the following interface:
K:J∗ O→U⋆J {G

Glue :

Q

Q

Q

glue :

Q

Q

Q

J:Ω
J:Ω

O:U J
O:U J

K:J∗ O→U⋆J

: U | ∀z : J.G = Oz}
P

o
∼
f:
x:J∗ O Kx = Glue O K ∀z : J.∀x, y.f (x, y) = xz

n

It is not difficult to verify that the existence of such a type constructor is equivalent to
the Orton–Pitts axiom discussed in Section 5.1.
5.2.5. Lemma. Let G be a realignment structure for U in the sense of Definition 5.1.3;
then there exists a Glue connective satisfying the described rules.
Proof. Let O, K as above and consider the application of G to B := x:J∗ O Kx and the
partial isomorphism z : J ⊢ B ∼
= Oz, which exists because each fiber of K is J-connected.
From this pair we thus obtain both Glue J O K and glue J O K.
P

5.2.6. Lemma. Conversely, suppose that we have a Glue connective in the sense described
above; then there exists a realignment structure in the sense of Definition 5.1.3.
Proof. Given a type B and a partial isomorph (J, A) : IsoU (B)+ , we let O := λz : J.π1 (Az)
and K := λx : J∗ O.{y : B | ∀z : J.(π2 (Az))(xz) = y}. Then we consider the total isomorph
given by the pair (Glue J O K, π2 ◦ (glue J O K)−1 ).
The benefit of the present axiomatization is that a family of types being fiberwise
J-connected is a property; in contrast, the Orton–Pitts axiomatization requires every use
of realignment to be accompanied by a chosen isomorphism. We have gained significant
experience with both axiomatizations in the context of synthetic Tait computability [Gra21;
Niu+22; Ste21; SA21; SH21; SH22], and found that the present one is substantially simpler
to use in practice.
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6. Applications of realignment
An immediate consequence of Section 4 is an interpretation of Martin-Löf type theory
with a cumulative hierarchy of universes in arbitrary Grothendieck topoi. In fact, the
new interpretation of Martin-Löf type theory in Grothendieck topoi enables a more direct
proof of the independence of Markov’s principle from type theory. But the realignment
property itself has played an important role in the semantics of homotopy type theory as
developed by Awodey [Awo21], Kapulkin, Lumsdaine, and Voevodsky [KL21], Shulman
[Shu15; Shu19] and Streicher [Str14]. In particular, realignment appears to be a necessary
ingredient for constructing a fibrant and univalent universe. The same principle is employed
by Sterling, Angiuli, and Gratzer [SAG22, Lemma 5.33] in their proof of canonicity for
XTT, a variant of cubical type theory: in particular, op. cit. used a special case of (U8)
to realign codes in the universe of an Artin gluing over chosen codes in the universe of its
open subtopos.
6.1. Independence results for Martin-Löf type theory. Sheaf semantics has
historically been employed to prove independence results for various forms of logic; the use
of sheaf semantics to verify the analogous results for dependent type theory with universes
has been hampered by the (now-resolved) difficulties in constructing well-behaved universes
in sheaf topoi. These difficulties have motivated two somewhat less direct methods for
proving independence results: constructing operational or relational models of type theory
using the Beth–Kripke–Joyal sheaf semantics of predicate logic [CM16], or by constructing
denotational models of type theory in stacks rather than sheaves [CMR17]. The present
work provides a more direct approach, as the presence of universes validating (U1–8)
ensures a simple and direct denotational semantics of dependent type theory in sheaves.
6.1.1. Independence of Markov’s principle. Markov’s principle states that for any
decidable property P (x) of natural numbers, the proposition ∃x.P x is ¬¬-stable:
∀P : N → 2.¬¬∃x.P x = 0 → ∃x.P x = 0
Formalized in the language of dependent type theory, Markov’s principle is rendered
by Coquand and Mannaa [CM16] equivalently as the existence of a global element of the
following type:


Q
P
P
P :N→2 ¬¬ x:N P x = 0 →
x:N P x = 0
The independence of Markov’s principle from intuitionistic higher-order logic is established easily by considering the internal logic of the topos of sheaves on Cantor space C,
i.e. the space of infinite binary sequences equipped with the product topology. If Sh(C)
did not model universes, we would not however be able to use it directly to verify the
independence of Markov’s principle from Martin-Löf type theory with universes. Our
result concerning universes in Grothendieck topoi, however, allows one to immediately
deduce the independence of Markov’s principle from Martin-Löf type theory with universes
without needing to pass to the significantly more complex stack semantics of Coquand,
Mannaa, and Ruch [CMR17], bypassing as well the detour through operational semantics
of Coquand and Mannaa [CM16].
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6.1.2. Corollary. Neither Markov’s principle nor its negation is derivable in Martin-Löf
type theory with a cumulative hierarchy of strict universes.
6.2. Semantics of the univalent universes. The semantics of univalent universes
has proved to be a crucial technical difficulty in models of homotopy type theory and
cubical type theory; in paticular, it is necessary to translate facts between the language
of model category theory and the language of universes. We briefly illustrate how judicious application of (U8) has been used in the literature to entirely eliminate these
difficulties [Awo21; KL21; Shu15; Shu19; Str14]. In fact, this observation was the original
motivation for Shulman [Shu15] to isolate (U8).
We illustrate the utility of (U8) by tracing through the salient aspects of the model
given by Kapulkin, Lumsdaine, and Voevodsky [KL21] and defer to Shulman [Shu15;
Shu19] for a more systematic approach. Concretely, we will work in sSet and fix a pair of
strongly inaccessible cardinals κ0 < κ1 inducing universes V0 ⊆ V1 each satisfying (U1–8).
Moreover, by Section 4.4, we can choose a generic map for V0 whose base lies in V1 .
Let Ui ⊆ Vi be the class of Kan fibrations in Vi .
6.2.1. Lemma. The class of maps Ui satisfies (U1,3,4,8).
Proof. (U1,3) follow immediately from the fact that Vi satisfies (U1,3) and that any
right-orthogonal class is closed under composition and pullback. (U4) is an immediate
consequence of the right-properness of the Kan-Quillen model structure.
To show that Ui satisfies (U8), we being by fixing a generic family πVi : EVi
UVi for
Vi and defining the following restriction of UVi :
UUi = {X : UVi | X is a Kan complex}
More precisely, a point α : ∆n
UVi factors through UUi if π ∗ (α) is a Kan fibration.
This is well-defined simplicial set because Kan fibrations are stable under pullback. We
define πUi (resp. EUi ) as the restriction of πVi (resp. EVi ) to UUi . We first prove that
πUi ∈ Ui , and then verify (U8).
By (U1) we conclude that πUi lies in Vi , and it is moreover a Kan fibration almost by
definition. Fix a commutative diagram of the following shape:
Λni

EUi
πU i

∆n

α

UUi

By definition of πUi , pulling back along α yields a Kan fibration, whereby we obtain
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the necessary lift:
Λni

∃!

EUi ×UUi ∆n

EUi

∆n

UUi

∆n

Consequently, πUi ∈ Ui . It remains to show that πUi satisfies (U8). Accordingly, fix a
pair of cartesian squares α : f
πUi and i : f
g. We apply (U8) for Vi to obtain a
cartesian square β : g
πVi fitting into the following commutative diagram:
f

α

πU 0

π V0

β
g
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that β factors through πUi i.e. that for any
cartesian square h
g such that h has a representable base, h is a Kan fibration. This,
however, follows immediately because g is a Kan fibration.
We recall a purely homotopy-theoretic fact, referred to by Awodey [Awo21] as the
fibration extension property.
6.2.2. Lemma. Given a Kan fibration f : X
A and a trivial cofibration i : A
B,
∗
there is a Kan fibration g : Y
B such that i g = f . Additionally, if f ∈ Vi then g ∈ Vi .
This result is proved by Kapulkin, Lumsdaine, and Voevodsky [KL21] using Quillen’s
theory of minimal fibrations. An alternative approach is given by Lurie [Lur22, Tag 00ZS]
using Kan’s Ex∞ functor. A near immediate consequence of Lemma 6.2.2 and (U8) is the
fibrancy of the UU0 :
6.2.3. Theorem. The object UU0 lies within U1 .
Proof. As a subobject of V0 , (U2) implies that UU0 lies within V1 , so it suffices to show
that UU0 is a Kan complex. Accordingly, we fix a lifting problem for UU0 :
Λni

α

UU0

∆n
We must extend α along the inclusion Λni
∆n . We begin by pulling back πU0 along
n
α, obtaining a Kan fibration [α]
Λi and a cartesian map h : [α]
πU0 . Applying
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Lemma 6.2.2, we can extend [α] along Λni
∆n to another Kan fibration [β]
we apply (U8) to extend h along the induced cartesian monomorphism [α]
[α]

h

39
∆n . Next,
[β]:

πU 0

β

[β]
The downstairs component of β : [β]

πU0 then solves the original lifting problem.

Notice that in the above proof, the application of (U8) allows us to rephrase a property
of the generic family (“UU0 is a Kan complex”) as a property of the class of maps U0 (“Kan
fibrations extend along trivial cofibrations”) to which the standard tools of homotopy
theory apply. While the setup is more complex, the same is true of the proof that πU0 is
univalent. Prior to discussing the proof of univalence, we must fix a few definitions.
6.2.4. Definition. Given Kan fibrations E0 , E1
B, we define Equiv(E0 , E1 )
B to
be the fibration of weak equivalences between E0 and E1 , i.e. the subobject of the local
exponential E1E0
B spanned by weak equivalences.
Explicitly, a simplex α : ∆n
E1E0 factors through Equiv(E0 , E1 ) if the corresponding
morphism α∗ E0
α∗ E1 over ∆n is a weak equivalence. In fact, a map X
Equiv(E0 , E1 )
is determined by a pair of maps fi : X
B along with a weak equivalence f0∗ E0
f1∗ E1
over X.
We have avoided a number of subtle points in this definition e.g., that weak equivalences
between fibrations are stable under pullback to show that it is well-defined. These are
addressed thoroughly by Kapulkin, Lumsdaine, and Voevodsky[KL21]. See Shulman
[Shu15] for a less analytic definition of the object of equivalences.
Given a Kan fibration X
B, we define ⟨∂0 , ∂1 ⟩ : Eq(X)
B × B to be Equiv(π1∗ X, π2∗ X),
i.e. the object of equivalences between two specified fibers of X. We observe that there
is a canonical monomorphism δX : B
Eq(X) lying over the diagonal map B
B×B
sending b : B to the identity equivalence X[b]
X[b]:
B

δX

Eq(X)
⟨∂0 , ∂1 ⟩

B
6.2.5. Definition. A Kan fibration X
a trivial cofibration.

δ

B×B
B is called univalent when δX : B

Eq(X) is
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We will now sketch the proof that πU0 is univalent. Just as with Theorem 6.2.3, the
proof decomposes into two pieces: a homotopy-theoretic result and a careful analysis and
application of (U8) to parlay this result into the appropriate result on the universe. For
univalence, the relevant homotopy-theoretic fact is the equivalence extension property,
apparently first isolated by Kapulkin, Lumsdaine, and Voevodsky [KL21], named by
Awodey, and further developed by several authors including Awodey, Coquand, Sattler,
and Shulman [Awo21; Coh+17; Sat17; Shu15; Shu19].
6.2.6. Lemma (Equivalence Extension Property). We consider a diagram of
the following shape, in which the downwward maps are Kan fibrations, i : A
B is a
∗
cofibration, and w : X
i Y is a weak equivalence:
X

w

i∗ Y

Y

A

(38)

B

i

Then Diagram 38 can be extended to a diagram of the following shape, in which
w̄ : X̄
Y is a weak equivalence and X̄
B is a fibration, and all three squares are
cartesian:
X
X̄
w
w̄
i∗ Y
Y

A
Moreover, if X

A and Y

B

i

B both belong to U0 , so does X̄

6.2.7. Theorem. The family πU0 : EU0

B.

UU0 is univalent.

Proof. Unfolding definitions, we must show that δEU0 : UU0
Eq(EU0 ) is a trivial
cofibration; as it is already a cofibration, it is enough to check that it is a weak equivalence.
Consider Diagram 39 below exhibiting δEU0 as a section of the fibration ∂1 : Eq(EU0 )
UU0 :
UU0

δEU0

Eq(EU0 )
∂1
UU0

(39)
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By the 2-out-of-3 property of weak equivalances, it therefore suffices to show that
fibration ∂1 : Eq(EU0 )
UU0 is a trivial fibration. To this end we fix a cofibration A
B
to check the right lifting property for ∂1 :
(β, α, w)
Eq(EU0 )

A

∂1
B

(40)

UU0

ᾱ

In Diagram 40 above, we have written β, α for the two codes A
UU0 and w : [β]
[α]
for the weak equivalence between the corresponding fibers of πU0 , writing [α] for the pullback
of πU0 along α, etc.; then ᾱ is an extension of the code α along the cofibration A
B. Our
goal is to provide similar extensions of β, w to produce an equivalence between B-valued
fibers of πU0 . Considering the fiber of πU0 at ᾱ, we have a Kan fibration [ᾱ]
B whose
pullback along A
B is [α]
A. We summarize the situation as follows:
[β]

w

[α]

[ᾱ]

g

A

(41)

B

Using Lemma 6.2.6, we can complete Diagram 41 as follows:
[β]

f
w

[β̄]

[α]

w̄

g

A

B

[ᾱ]

(42)

By (U8) we solve the following realignment problem to obtain an extension of the
code β : A
UU0 along A
B, using the fact that [β̄] lies in U0 by assumption:
[β]

β

β¯

f
[β̄]

πU 0

(43)
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The indicated lift of Diagram 43 then supplies in conjunction with the weak equivalence
w̄ : [β̄]
[ᾱ] the required lift for Diagram 40:
(β, α, w)
Eq(EU0 )

A

(β̄

B

,
, ᾱ

ᾱ

w̄)

∂1
UU0

Therefore ∂1 is a trivial fibration and thus πU0 is univalent.
6.3. Artin gluing and synthetic Tait computability. Artin gluing is used by computer scientists to prove metatheorems for type theories and programming languages such
as normalization, canonicity, decidability, parametricity, conservativity, and computational
adequacy. Sterling and Harper [SH21] have introduced synthetic Tait computability as an
abstraction for working in the internal language of glued topoi, taking the realignment law
(U8) in its internal form (see Section 5) as a basic axiom.
6.3.1. History and motivation. Synthetic Tait computability (or STC) was first
employed in op. cit. to prove a generalized abstraction/parametricity theorem for a
language of software packages (“modules”) in the style of Standard ML; subsequently,
Sterling and Angiuli [SA21] used STC to positively resolve the long-standing normalization
conjecture for cubical type theory [Ang+21].5 Building on these results, Gratzer [Gra21]
adapted STC to verify the analogous conjecture for multimodal type theory [Gra+20]. All
of these results rely heavily on (U8), but the glued topoi in the cited results were all of
presheaf type and hence the presheaf-theoretic universes of Hofmann and Streicher [HS97]
could be brought to bear without broaching the question of strict universes in sheaf topoi.
More recently, synthetic Tait computability has been employed in scenarios where the
glued topos most likely cannot be presented by presheaves. Gratzer and Birkedal [GB21]
prove a canonicity result for a version of guarded dependent type theory for which the
necessary instance of STC involves a Grothendieck topology; likewise, Sterling and Harper
[SH22] glue a sheaf model of synthetic domain theory onto two presheaf topoi in order to
prove a termination-insensitive noninterference result for a programming language with
type-based security annotations. It has therefore become a matter of some urgency to
verify the existence of universes satisfying (U1-8) in arbitrary Grothendieck topoi.
6.3.2. Universes in Artin gluings. Let F : E
F be a left exact functor between
topoi such that E carries the structure of a model of Martin-Löf type theory, i.e. a preuniverse T in the sense of Definition 1.1.2. Write G := F ↓ F for the Artin gluing of F ,
and let j : E
G be the corresponding open immersion of topoi. Fixing a universe S
See also Sterling’s dissertation [Ste21] for a more detailed treatment of both this result and synthetic
Tait computability in general.
5
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in G (i.e. a class of maps satisfying (U1–7)) that contains j∗ T , we may define a new
pre-universe U consisting of the subclass of S spanned by maps f with j ∗ f ∈ T .
We wish to verify that U likewise carries the structure of a model of Martin-Löf type
theory in the same sense of satisfying (U1,3–5); results of this kind are used to prove
important syntactic metatheorems for type theories, such as canonicity (a type theoretic
analogue to the existence property), normalization, decidability of judgmental equality,
and conservativity.
6.3.3. Lemma. The class of maps U ⊆ Hom G satisfies (U1,3,4).
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of the fact that j ∗ is a logical functor, using
the fact that T and S satisfy (U1,3,4).
To show that U is a pre-universe it remains to verify (U5), i.e. show that U has a
generic family. It will turn out that the most elegant way to achieve this factors through
an additional assumption that S satisfies the realignment property (U8).
6.3.4. Construction. We begin by constructing a putative generic family for U in
G, which we will subsequently verify to be generic as an application of the realignment
property for S. Because j∗ T ⊆ S, we have in particular a cartesian morphism j∗ πT
πS
in G→ ; restricting into the open subtopos, we have πT ∼
j ∗ πS in E→ ; writing
= j ∗ j∗ πT
q : UT
j ∗ US for the base of this morphism, we may define the base of a putative generic
family for U by cartesian lift in the gluing fibration:
UU

q̄

G

US

j∗
UT

q

E

j ∗ US

(44)

The remainder of the family is defined by pullback:
πU

πS

G→
cod

UU

q̄

US

G

(45)

6.3.5. An abortive attempt at genericity. Prior to verifying that Construction 6.3.4
gives rise to a generic family for U under the assumption of realignment for S in Section 6.3.6
below, it is useful to understand intuitively why realignment is needed. Fixing a morphism
f :X
Y ∈ U, we wish to construct a cartesian map f
πU . By definition, we have
∗
f ∈ S and j f ∈ T , hence there exist a pair of cartesian morphisms x′ : f
πS and
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πT . Naively, we might hope to take advantage of the universal property of UU
x0 : j ∗ f
qua cartesian lift to obtain a cartesian map f
πU :
x′

Y

UU

q̄

US

G
j∗

j ∗Y

UT

x0

q

j ∗ US

E

(46)

Unfortunately the configuration of Diagram 46 is not valid: we do not have j ∗ x′ = q ◦ x.
If S satisfies (U8), however, we may choose a different upper map Y
US that makes
the analogous configuration commute.
6.3.6. Genericity via realignment. Now we assume that S satisfies the realignment
axiom (U8), and continue under the same assumptions as Section 6.3.5 to verify that
Construction 6.3.4 exhibits a generic family for U.
Proof. We will employ the following realignment in which the upper map is defined
by adjoint transpose in j! ⊣ j ∗ , and the left-hand map is a monomorphism because
j! j ∗ E ∼
= j! 1E × E by Frobenius reciprocity and j! preserves subterminals:
∗

j! j f
ϵ

(q ◦ x0 )♯

πS

x

f

(47)

Remark. To see that the upper and left-hand maps are cartesian, we recall from Taylor
[Tay99, Proposition 7.7.1] that the left adjoint j! ⊣ j ∗ creates non-empty limits and the
counit ϵ : j! j ∗
id G is a cartesian natural transformation, i.e. its naturality squares are
cartesian; these facts follow immediately from the strictness of the initial object in the
closed subtopos F. Hence the transpose of a cartesian square from E under the adjunction
j! ⊣ j ∗ is a cartesian square in G.
It is a consequence of the commutativity of Diagram 47 that x lies over x0 :
j ∗ (x) = j ∗ (x ◦ ϵ) ◦ η = j ∗ (q ◦ x0 )♯ ◦ η = q ◦ x0
We may use the base x : Y

US of the glued morphism from Diagram 47 to extend
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x0 to U as desired, repairing our failed attempt from Diagram 46:
x

∃!

Y

UU

q̄

G

US

j∗
j ∗Y

x0

UT

q

E

j ∗ US

In fact, this construction above gives a slightly stronger result than (U5).
6.3.7. Theorem. Given f : X
there exists a cartesian map x : f
f

Y ∈ U together with a cartesian map x0 : j ∗ f
πU lying over x0 :
x

πU

πT ,

G→
(j ∗ )→

j ∗f

x0

πT

E→

This property is particularly useful in proofs of metatheorems of type theories based on
Artin gluing [Gra21; SA21; SAG22]. In this context, one typically requires not only that U
be a pre-universe, but that the chosen codes witnessing (U3,4) are moreover preserved by
j ∗ . Without Theorem 6.3.7, these strict equations would preclude a conceptual construction
of these codes.
6.3.8. Remark. Uemura [Uem17] presents an alternative construction for a pre-universe in
G satisfying Theorem 6.3.7. Rather than relying on (U8), Uemura begins with separate preuniverses from E and F and combines them directly. This explicit decomposition ensures
that the resultant universe satisfies the special case of (U8) necessary for Theorem 6.3.7.

7. Conclusions and future work
We have shown that every Grothendieck topos can be equipped with a cumulative hierarchy
of universes satisfying (U1–8) assuming sufficient universes in the background set theory.
This result is important because it extends the Hofmann–Streicher interpretation of
Martin-Löf type theory in presheaf topoi to arbitrary sheaf topoi.
7.1. Prospects for a constructive version. Our constructions are highly classical;
in particular, we rely on the theory of locally presentable categories and κ-compactness,
both of which make heavy use of choice. Developing a constructively acceptable version of
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Section 4 remains an open problem. We briefly survey the landscape of universes within a
particular constructive metatheory: the internal language of an elementary topos E.
Although the literal definition of a Grothendieck universe is meaningless in E, we can
e
proceed analogously and fix a generic map V
V satisfying the appropriate version of
(U2–4,6). The class SV classified by this map then satisfies (U1–6). Already some care
must be taken; without choice, a family with V-small fibers need not be classified by a
map into V. Absent the law of the excluded middle, (U8) is satisfied for at least the class
of decidable monomorphisms A
B.
The Hofmann–Streicher construction exposed in Section 2 works over E without
modification. In particular, the standard generic family of SV lifts to a universe in
the category of internal presheaves PrE ( C) for any V-small internal category C. The
class of maps ŜV classified by this map satisfies (U1–6). (U8) is satisfied only for the
class of level-wise decidable monomorphisms: monomorphisms A
B whose components
A(c)
B(c) ∈ HomE are all decidable [OP16]. In fact, Swan [Swa18] shows that this
result is sharp: it is possible to choose a base topos in such a way that this generic map
cannot satisfy (U8) for all monomorphisms, though it remains possible that there is
another generic map satisfying (U8) for all monomorphisms. Finally, this universe induces
a universe S̃V in any sheaf subtopos ShE ( C, J). The construction is identical to that of
Section 2 and S̃V satisfies (U1–6) just as in the classical setting. In this setting, however,
the status of (U8) remains entirely open for this universe.
Over a base topos E not satisyfing the axiom of choice, it is reasonable to hope that
properties such as (U7) or (U8) might lift from E to any topos bounded over E; this
lifting is verified for (U7) in the context of algebraic set theory [JM95; vdB11], but the
corresponding lifting for (U8) remains a conjecture when the base topos does not satisfy
choice.
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